Frequency and clinical relevance of inconsistent code status documentation.
Accurate and complete documentation of hospitalized patients' code status is important to ensure that healthcare providers take appropriate action in the event of a cardiac arrest. Determine the frequency and clinical relevance of incomplete and inconsistent code status documentation. Point-prevalence study. Academic medical centers. Patients admitted to general internal medicine wards. Frequency and clinical relevance of inconsistent code status documentation across 5 documentation sources. Thirty-eight (20%; 95% confidence interval [CI], 14%-26%) of 187 patients had complete and consistent code status documentation. Another 27 (14%; 95% CI, 9%-19%) patients had no code status documentation. The remaining 122 (65%; 95% CI, 58%-72%) patients had at least 1 code status documentation inconsistency. Of these, 38 (20%; 95% CI, 14%-26%) patients had a clinically relevant code status documentation inconsistency. Multivariate logistic regression analysis demonstrated that increased age (odds ratio [OR] = 1.07 [95% CI, 1.05-1.10] for every 1-year increase in age, P < 0.001) and patients receiving comfort measures (OR = 9.39 [95% CI, 1.35-65.19], P = 0.02) were independently associated with a clinically relevant code status documentation inconsistency. Incomplete and inconsistent documentation of code status occurred frequently in hospitalized patients, especially elderly patients and patients receiving comfort measures. Having multiple, poorly integrated code status documentation sources leads to a significant number of concerning inconsistencies that create opportunities for healthcare providers to inappropriately deliver or withhold resuscitative measures that conflict with patients' expressed wishes. Institutions need to be aware of this potential documentation hazard and take steps to minimize code status documentation inconsistencies.